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Abstract 
Convoy vehicles, defined as individual vehicles traveling with close following distances 
on a specified path, have been recently the subject of research especially in military 
applications. Convoy vehicles are used to carry soldiers, weapons and army 
supplements. Military drivers are often young and inexperienced, and more prone to lose 
control of vehicles on rough terrain. In addition, Intelligent Vehicle Highway Systems 
with autonomous civilian vehicles travelling in platoons are an active research and 
experimentation topic. 
The idea of communicating dynamic responses between preceding and following 
vehicles, to improve the followers' ride comfort and handling, has been identified as a 
research need for convoy vehicle systems. 
This research implements a form of preview control to improve the vertical dynamics of 
convoy vehicles. An academic virtual convoy, composed of a lead vehicle with active 
suspension system, and a follower vehicle with preview-controlled active suspension, is 
developed in MA TLAB and SIMULINK. Preview control gives a theoretical 
improvement over active control by further decreasing sprung mass acceleration (ride 
quality) and/or improving road holding. Quarter car models with two degrees of freedom 
(DOF) are employed for modeling and simulation. In contrast to conventional preview 
control with look-ahead sensors, the vertical response states of the lead vehicle are used 
to generate feed forward control gains in addition to feedback control gains for the 
preview controller of the follower vehicle. 
ii 
The results show improved ride comfort and road holding of the follower vehicle with the 
novel preview approach compared to a lead vehicle with active suspension. Moreover, 
the power demand for the follower vehicle suspension is much Jess than for the lead 
vehicle. 
Longitudinal dynamics of a convoy system, with five vehicles, are evaluated and an 
adaptive cruise control system is implemented to control the longitudinal aspects of the 
convoy such as relative space and velocity among vehicles. Future work will implement 
the state-based preview controller into such a convoy, with variations in following 
distance, to test the robustness of the method. 
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Chapter 1 
1. Introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
Convoy vehicles, a series of individual vehicles traveling in close proximity on a 
specified path, have been recently the subject of research, especially in military 
applications. 
Military convoys are used to carry soldiers, weapons and army supplements (Fig. 1.1.1 ). 
Many military drivers are young and inexperienced, and driver error has caused many 
fatal accidents in both peacetime and wartime [37]. Therefore, research about this topic 
is motivated, to enhance the safety of the convoy vehicles, such as military convoys and 
Intelligent Vehicle Highway Systems (IVHS), and avoid vibration-related driver fatigue, 
injury, overturning, and crashing (Fig. 1.1.2). 
This thesis studies the potential benefits of replacing conventional passive suspension 
systems with a new generation of active systems to improve ride quality and safety. The 
idea of using communication between lead vehicle and followers in a convoy to improve 
the follower's dynamic response is the primary focus of this research. The lead vehicle 
thus acts as a look-ahead sensor to address practical limitations of traditional preview 
controlled suspensions and improve the effectiveness of active safety systems such as 
vehicle stability control. 
.- -------------------- -~---------------
Figure 1.1.1: Military convoy vehicles [AP Photo/ Ali Heidar, 2003] 
Figure 1.1.2: Intelligent Vehicle Highway System (IVHS) [15] 
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The main issues in controlling convoy vehicle systems are: 
Vertical dynamics and active suspension systems: reducing the body oscillation of 
each vehicle when it hits a bump to improve ride comfort of passengers. Furthermore, 
controlling the variation in the tire force of the vehicle enhances the stability and road 
holding ability. 
Longitudinal dynamics and cruise control systems: the relative distance and velocity 
among vehicles in a platoon must be controlled to avoid crashes and enhance both 
individual and string stability of the convoy system. The main concern is that when a 
vehicle hits a bump, the forward velocity drops, and then the relative space between 
vehicles will be disturbed. Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) systems will be implemented 
to control the relative space and velocity of vehicles in a simulated platoon. 
Lateral dynamics and active steering control systems: the yaw motion of each vehicle 
in a convoy must be controlled to guarantee the individual and string stability of the 
vehicles laterally. In other words, by applying an active steering control system to 
generate correction torques about the yaw axis of a vehicle, each vehicle can better track 
the specified path, especially during cornering and spinning, and therefore the whole 
system stability will be improved. Sudden road obstacles can provide such disturbances 
in both military convoys and IVHS applications. 
This research will be focused on the vertical dynamic aspects of the convoy vehicles, as 
well as some treatment of longitudinal dynamics. 
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Lateral dynamics and active steering control will be the subject of future work. 
1.2 Problem statement 
Using preview information of road irregularities to generate feed forward control gains, 
in addition to feedback gains in active suspension system, has been evaluated [2]. As 
will be mentioned in Chapter 5, implementing an active suspension system with some 
preview time significantly improves ride comfort by reducing body acceleration, and 
improves road holding by reducing tire deflection. Furthermore, the required power, 
which is called power demand, for the actuators is significantly reduced when preview is 
added to active suspension systems. 
Conventionally, preview information is provided by placing sensors in front of the front 
bumper of the vehicle, which are called look-ahead sensors [5]. Therefore, the road 
irregularities are detected just before the vehicle hits them. 
Using look-ahead sensors for each vehicle in a convoy 1s expensive, sensors are 
vulnerable, and can be confused by water or snow such as when potholes are filled with 
water. 
This research proposes a lead-follower model to solve the problem of using look-ahead 
sensors. In fact, the lead vehicle plays the role of the look-ahead sensor. 
The most significant advantage of this method is that the lead vehicle is subjected to the 
road irregularities in advance and communicates its response to the follower vehicles. 
4 
The lead vehicle model outputs, which are a combination of car body, unsprung mass and 
suspension/tire states, will be used to estimate the road profile for followers. 
States of the lead (tire deflection & unsprung mass velocity) 
are used to estimate road profile for the follower(s) 
Figure 1.2.1: Schematic lead and follower(s) communication 
1.3 Contribution of the thesis 
As mentioned previously, the main contribution of this research is designing a lead-
follower vehicle model to improve ride quality and safety of convoy vehicles. The 
proposed model is to emulate active suspension systems with look-ahead sensors, but 
should be more reliable and cheaper. Modeling and simulation is carried out with 
MATLAB and SIMULINK [33]. 
Also, as part of the research, the longitudinal dynamics of convoy vehicles with adaptive 
cruise control system is evaluated. The effect of road irregularities on forward velocity is 
investigated. The modeling and simulation of this part is carried out using the bond 
graph method in 20SIM [20] . Future work will implement the state-based preview 
controller into convoy vehicles with longitudinal control, to study the robustness of the 
5 
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control method to uncertainties in following distance and time. In this thesis, constant 
known following distance and time are assumed. 
1.4 Thesis organization 
Chapter 2 provides the literature review of active and preview-active suspension 
modeling and design, and state observer design. 
Chapter 3 designs active suspension systems for quarter car, half car, and full car 
models. Active suspension systems are compared with their passive counterparts. 
Chapter 4 presents the longitudinal dynamics of convoy vehicles and evaluates the effect 
of road irregularities on longitudinal velocity. An adaptive cruise control system is 
implemented in which individual and string stability of the convoy is investigated. 
Chapter 5 presents the convoy (lead-follower) model, with state communication from 
lead vehicle to follower(s). The suspension performance of passive, active and active 
with preview is evaluated. 
Chapter 6 describes the methods to estimate some states, e.g. tire deflection, which are 
not measurable or difficult to measure. A Kalman observer (estimator) is used for this 
purpose. Also, the effect of an input noise and a measurement noise on the proposed 
state-based preview-controlled active suspension system is investigated. 
Chapter 7 provides concluding discussion about this research and presents future work. 
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Chapter 2 
2. Literature review 
2.1 Literature review 
Suspension systems of vehicles have been significantly developed during the last several 
decades. The main purposes of a suspension system are improving ride comfort of 
passengers and enhancing road holding. 
A quarter car representation of a vehicle i hown in Fig. 2.1.1 . 
__ , 
. ' ....... "'( .· , ... , ...... · 
. ·,Active part · 
... ' \ , . 
':,' - ...... ~ ·. 
Tire stiffness 
~ ~ 
Figure 2.1.1: Quarter car model with passive and active part [IS] 
Suspension systems can be categorized a pas ive, semi-active, and active [15]: 
Passive suspension system: the simple t suspension, which contains passive elements 
such as springs and shock absorbers. Early Egyptians used a simple leaf spring as a 
suspension system. 
7 
.------------------------------------------ ----- -~--
Semi active suspension system: m semi active suspensions, the viscous damping 
coefficient of the shock absorber can be controllable. The performance advantages of 
semi-active suspension systems are lower than for active suspension systems, but semi 
active suspension systems are generally less expensive and consume less energy than 
active suspension systems. 
Active suspension system: active suspensiOn systems use a separate actuator to exert 
independent force, typically in parallel with suspension passive elements, to reduce the 
vibration of the car body and improve road holding. 
The schematic chart below, Fig. 2 .1.2, shows the typical comparison among passive, 
semi-active, and active suspension systems based on the cost and performance of the 
system. 
10 
Passive 
Figure 2.1.2: Schematic chart of suspension performances 
In addition to the above types of suspension systems, this thesis uses and develops the 
concept of active-preview suspension system, or active suspension systems which 
preview the road ahead of the vehicle and feed the road profile to the active suspension 
controller. The proposed research will show the benefits of preview information to 
8 
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improve ride comfort and road holding of a vehicle, and will propose a new method of 
generating the preview information. 
The main focus of this chapter is on previous researches on active suspension, and active 
suspension with preview. 
Rajamani [15] gives a thorough review and comparison of passive, semi-active and active 
suspension systems. Actuator forces in active suspensions are calculated using optimal 
control theory. 
The author mentions two types of control strategies, which could be implemented in 
active suspension system: feed forward, and feedback. 
In a feed forward model, the controller generates the output signal (actuator force) based 
on the preview road signals, which could be detected by sensors, in such a way to reduce 
the effect of disturbances on the system. On the other hand, the feedback model uses the 
signals from the system output and the road disturbance (input) to generate the actuator 
force to attenuate the vehicle body response. 
Theoretically, the performance of the feed forward model is much better than feedback 
control method, but due to some limitations in case of measuring inputs and disturbances 
(preview inputs), the feed forward model is often impractical [19]. Therefore, the 
feedback control method has been mostly applied to tune active suspension systems. 
The pnmary outputs of a suspension system are sprung mass velocity, suspension 
deflection, and tire deflection. Transfer functions of those outputs with respect to road 
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profile are chosen to show the effect of a feedback controller on suspension system. 
Moreover, the results of active and passive suspension systems are compared, especially 
at some critical points such as sprung and unsprung mass natural frequency. 
The main variables in a suspension system, which are taken into account to improve the 
suspension performance, are body acceleration, suspension rattle space (working space), 
and tire deflection. A designer can weigh the system to significantly improve one of 
those variables, but there is a trade off among the suspension variables. In other words, 
improving one of those variables (body acceleration, suspension rattle space, and tire 
deflection) will disturb the other one(s) [see Chapter 3]. 
Hrovat [4] surveys applications of optimal control theory to generate active force in 
active suspension systems of quarter, half, and full car models. A comprehensive review 
of active suspension systems implemented in different types of vehicle models is given 
[see Chapter 3]. 
Moreover, Hrovat's paper develops the concept of performance index for the above 
mentioned models. Also, the effect of sprung mass jerk (the derivative of acceleration) is 
evaluated for a quarter car model. 
In the case of half car model, a technique to decouple the half car into two quarter car 
models is mentioned, and the effect of preview information of front suspension for rear 
suspension is evaluated. The small amount of preview is enough to reduce the tire 
deflection, and a preview time up to l sec can significantly reduce body acceleration. 
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The results for the proposed models indicate that implementing Linear Quadratic 
Regulator (LQR) control for a suspension system (quarter, half, or full car model) can 
significantly improve the desired suspension state variables upon choosing suitable 
weight factors for the performance index. 
A typical performance index equation is shown below (Equation 2.1.1 ). The inputs of a 
performance index function are the states of a system and actuator force, and the outputs 
are weight factors matrices (Q and R). The desired weight factors (regulators) are chosen 
to minimize performance index (J). More details are provided in Chapter 3. 
J=f
0
co(X . Q.XT+u.R.uT)dt ~ Performancelndex (2.1.1) 
Bender [1] is among the first authors to consider road preview information to generate 
active suspension forces. This paper evaluates the active suspension system with preview 
for single degree of freedom (DOF) quarter car models. The author considers two 
methods for optimizing the trade-off between vehicle responses. 
In the first method, which is based on Wiener filter theory, the main approach is 
synthesizing the optimum characteristics (transfer function) of a free configuration 
system. The second approach, which is practically easier than the first one, employs a 
parameter search technique to optimize fixed desired suspension variable(s). 
The results for the proposed model in [1] illustrate that applying the preview method 
reduces both body oscillation and clearance space (also called "rattle space", related to 
suspension travel) compared to active suspension systems without preview. 
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Hac [2] used a preview function for both active suspension system and semi-active 
suspension systems. A quarter car with two DOF was used, optimal control theory was 
used to generate feedback gains, and a preview function was implemented to generate 
feed forward gains. The preview information was provided by placing sensors in front of 
the vehicle to detect the road profile. The strategy of implementing a semi-active system 
with some preview time is almost the same as for the active system with preview [10], 
except that the actuator force in the active suspension model is replaced by the product of 
the variable damping coefficient and suspension vertical velocity. 
The results, which are evaluated for a single bump and random road profile, in both the 
time domain and frequency domain show improvement of body acceleration, tire 
deflection, and suspension deflection of the semi-active with preview model compared to 
traditional semi-active and passive suspensions. 
The semi-active suspension with preview does not perform as well as the active 
suspension, because an active system supplies as well as dissipates energy. The semi-
active system merely dissipates energy. 
The effect of preview time for semi-active suspension systems is studied by Soliman and 
Crolla [11]. This paper shows the effect of a look-ahead sensor to feed preview 
information to improve ride comfort (body acceleration), and tire dynamic forces (tire 
deflection). A Pade approximation technique is employed to simulate the preview 
information inputs to the control box, and estimate the outputs. 
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The results of an active suspension system with and without preview, semi-active 
suspension system with and without preview and passive suspension system, show that 
the performance of the semi-active suspension system with preview is almost the same as 
for active system without preview. The main effect of the preview method in a semi-
active model is the significant reduction of the body acceleration peak value at the 
resonance frequency. Moreover, the body acceleration and dynamic tire forces are 
significantly reduced in a semi-active model with preview in comparison with semi-
active without preview and passive systems. This conclusion can be potentially used in 
convoy vehicles, which will be studied in this research. The proposed convoy vehicle 
model in this thesis is based on a fully active suspension system; however, replacing fully 
active suspensions by semi-active suspensions will significantly reduce the cost of a 
system. 
Results in [ 11] illustrate that more preview time will give better results, but a preview 
time greater than 0.15 (sec) did not significantly improve the system performance. Short 
optimal preview times are also mentioned in Hac [2] . 
The effect of preview time on suspension performance has also been studied by 
Thompson and Pearce [5]. Their model is a quarter car with two DOF which is subjected 
to a step input. The look-ahead sensors are placed some distance ahead of the vehicle to 
detect the road variations and send them to the preview function generator. 
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The results of the paper show the variation of performance index, which is assumed to be 
a quadratic integral type, versus preview time to define the maximum effective preview 
time. The optimal preview time for their proposed model and parameters was 0.25 sec. 
In another paper by Thompson and Pearce [9], the above scenario is evaluated for a half 
car model with four DOF, which is subjected to a random road profile. In addition to the 
effect of preview time and preview sensor distance on performance index, which is 
calculated based on direct computation, the effect of time delay for rear suspension in the 
half car model is studied. 
Langlois et al. [8] modeled an active-preview suspension system using a quarter car (two 
DOF) and full car model with ten DOF. The results are evaluated for both a single bump, 
and random road profile. The strategy to design optimal feedback, and feed forward 
control gains was the same as in the paper by Thompson and Pearce [5]. 
The results show better performance of preview active suspension systems compared to 
active suspensions, and both are significantly better than a passive suspension (for both 
types of road profile). Also, the effect of vehicle forward velocity Oongitudinal) on RMS 
value of suspension deflection and pitch angle was evaluated, and it was shown that in 
both cases the active system with preview is much better than both active (zero preview) 
and passive for improving ride comfort. 
Marzbanrad et al. [3] studied active suspension with preview for a full car model with 
seven DOF subjected to haversine (sinusoidal single bump) and stochastic filtered white 
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notse. Preview information (sensors) significantly improved performance index, power 
demand, and system sensitivity to the velocity and mass of the vehicle. 
Models of active, active with delay (for rear suspension), and active with preview 
suspensions were illustrated and compared with a passive suspension. The results show 
improvement in performance index, and mean-square acceleration under rough road 
excitation. Moreover, optimal preview control shows significant improvement of the 
performance index and mean square acceleration for all types of road profiles. The 
power demand for active preview is le than for an active suspension. A short preview 
time is enough to obtain the desired result , and the results are not ignificantly affected 
by increasing the preview time. Finally, they show that the performance index is not 
sensitive to the sprung mass, which could vary with the number of pas engers and carried 
load, for all types of road profile. 
Marzbanrad et al. [ 12] studied the stochastic optimal preview control of a vehicle 
suspension system. This paper pre ented the effect of preview time on active suspension 
performance using a half car model with four DOF. The active force is generated ba ed 
on stochastic optimal control theory, and the states of the model are estimated by using 
Kalman filter theory. Suspension performance and power demand for pa sive, active, 
active preview and active with delay time suspensions were compared. 
The results show better performance of active suspension systems with preview 
compared to active and passive. Al o, the required power for active with preview i 
ignificantly reduced compared to active systems without any preview time. The 
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literature discusses which states are considered measurable, and which are typically 
estimated. Yu and Crolla [13] and Marzbanrad et.al [12] focus on the required 
measurements for estimating tire deflection. As will be seen in Chapter 6, the research 
presented in this thesis will require estimation of the tire deflection. 
Designing an observer to estimate some state(s), which are difficult to measure or even 
immeasurable, is discussed by Yu and Crolla [13]. This paper presents a state estimator, 
based on Kalman filter theory, for an active suspension system of a quarter car model 
with two DOF. The main contribution of this paper is choosing the best configuration of 
measured state(s) to estimate immeasurable state variables. For this purpose, five sets of 
measured state variables are considered such as: Set 1 (suspension deflection, body 
velocity), Set 2 (suspension deflection, wheel velocity), Set 3 (body velocity, wheel 
velocity), Set 4 (suspension deflection, wheel velocity, body velocity), and Set 5 
(suspension deflection). 
It is shown that the most accurate estimation is obtained based on Set 4. Furthermore, 
this paper compares an adaptive estimator with a constant estimator. The variation in 
road input condition and the variations in system parameters (e.g. body mass) affect 
variations in estimator gains; therefore, the necessity of an adaptive estimator is 
investigated. 
Designing an adaptive estimator requires more calculation. However, for a range of road 
inputs and system parameters, there was no significant advantage of using adaptive 
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estimator gains instead of constant estimator gains. For typical passenger cars, estimator 
performance was insensitive to normal variations in vehicle parameters. 
Vahidi and Eskandarian [6] evaluate the effect of preview uncertainties on active 
suspension systems with preview time, and show the benefits of using preview 
information to reduce the effect of the uncertainties. Two types of uncertainties were 
evaluated: preview sensor noise, and possible presence of false soft objects on the surface 
of the road. The results show that longer preview time can be more affected by 
measurement noise. Also, it was shown that in both cases the tire deflection is the state 
most sensitive to preview noise, while suspension deflection is Jess affected. 
Furthermore, preview sensors significantly Improve body acceleration, suspension 
deflection, and tire deflection. 
Karnopp [7] proposed a long train (convoy) model of quarter cars with two DOF. The 
main goal of the paper was generating active actuator forces based on the preview 
information (the states) of the preceding vehicles. Unlike the previous papers which used 
a preview function to generate feed forward gains; the preview model in Karnopp is 
based on the dynamic equations of vehicles. 
The dynamic equations of the platoon were considered, along with a criterion function, 
which contained sprung mass acceleration and suspension deflection. A continuous form 
of the convoy model was used, analogous to a fluid mechanic system, to which 
Lagrangian and Eulerian analysis was applied. The dynamic equations of the continuum 
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model generated the active force value based on preceding vehicles. The evaluation was 
based solely on the dynamics of the system, and there was no control method applied. 
2.2 Conclusion 
This chapter presented relevant research about active suspension and active suspension 
with preview systems. Implementing an active suspension system significantly improves 
one of the suspension variables (body acceleration, suspension rattle space, and tire 
deflection); however, the trade off among the variables causes the other variable(s) to be 
worsened as the primary variable of interest improves. 
All researches show that after a certain point, longer preview time does not significantly 
improve suspension performance, and results in the system consuming more power. 
Preview information is typically provided by placing look-ahead sensors on or ahead of 
the front bumper, which has some limitations [see Chapter 5]. 
The proposed method in this thesis is replacing the look-ahead sensors by states of a lead 
vehicle [Chapter 5, Chapter 6]. 
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Chapter 3 
3. Modeling of active suspension systems with the bond graph 
method 
3.1 Introduction 
The main goal of this chapter is evaluating active vs. passive suspension systems with the 
aid of the bond graph method. 
The bond graph method has attracted considerable attention in modeling and simulation 
of dynamic systems [ 18]. Arguably the biggest advantage of this method is its ability to 
model systems with elements from different energy domains. Also, sub models of 
varying complexity can be built for different automotive subsystems or components, and 
then easily combined. Visual inspection of a bond graph can reveal the presence of 
algebraic loops and dependent states which create implicit or differential-algebraic 
equations. Moreover, combining bond graphs with block diagrams, iconic diagrams, and 
interfacing with MATLAB makes the bond graph method a powerful tool for modeling, 
simulation and control of dynamic systems. 
Three models of a vehicle's suspension system have been proposed: 
• Quarter car model, with two degrees of freedom (DOF) 
• Half car model, with four DOF 
• Full car model, with seven DOF 
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The results are evaluated in both the time domain and frequency domain (power spectral 
density). The results in the frequency domain can be particularly interesting when the 
system frequency approaches the natural, or resonance, frequency. In the following 
results, the body acceleration, especially bounce acceleration, has been considered as the 
main parameter of passenger ride comfort. Therefore, the reduction of body acceleration 
at natural frequency has been strongly weighted. 
The main parameters, or states, m the suspension system are body acceleration, 
suspension deflection, and tire deflection. An optimal control theory or Linear Quadratic 
Regulator (LQR) design is employed to generate the active force. In other words, the 
LQR method is used to optimize the performance index (J) of proposed models. 
X = AX + Bu + Dw ~ State equation (3 .1.1) 
J =fa'" ex. Q.xr + u. R. ur)dt ~ Performance Index (3.1.2) 
K = lqr(A, 8, Q, R) ~Feedback gain (3.1.3) 
u = -KX ~Active force (3.1.4) 
In performance index equation (Equation 3.1.2), the state vectors (X) and actuator force 
(u) are calculated to minimize performance index (1) . 
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As can be seen in the equation sets, the MATLAB command "lqr" is used to generate 
feedback gain. The feedback gain (K) is the symmetric positive-definite matrix of the 
Riccati equation: 
kBBr 
Ark+ kA- -R- + Q = 0 ~ Riccati Eq. (3.1.5) 
k ~ solution of Riccati Eq. 
kB 
K = -R ~Feedback gain (3.1.6) 
The matrix (A) is related to system parameters, and the matrix (B) is related to actuator 
forces. The matrices (Q) and (R) are the weighting matrices, chosen based on the desired 
improvement in the system parameters. Different weighting factors can be used to 
emphasize ride quality, suspension deflection or road holding. More details about system 
parameters and performance index are provided in the following sections. 
Minimizing sprung mass acceleration, suspension travel, and tire force variations are 
competing objectives, and the designer must choose to weight one more heavily at the 
expense of the others. 
Also, all models are evaluated for both a single bump, and a random road profile. 
The details of each model and the results are shown in following sections. 
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3.2 Quarter car model (active vs. passive) 
Bond graph modeling is employed to model quarter, half, and full car models. A brief 
tutorial of using bond graph modeling is presented in this part: 
Bond graph is a graphical description of dynamic systems, and used to model different 
types of dynamic systems from different types of energy domains. 
Two types of junctions are used to connect elements in a model: 
• Zero junction (0): the property of zero junction is that elements with common 
effort (e) connect to this junction, and the algebraic summation of flow (j) is zero. 
• One junction (1): the property of one junction is that elements with common flow 
(j) connect to this junction, and the algebraic summation of effort (e) is zero. 
J; = !2 = !3 = .... 
In Table 3.2.1, the analogies between mechanical and electrical domains in terms of 
effort and flow are listed. A simple example in Fig. 3.2.1, illustrates the analogy between 
mechanical (mass, spring, and damper) and electrical (inductance, capacitance, and 
resistance) systems with bond graph modeling [ 18]. 
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Table 3.2.1: Analogies between mechanical and electrical systems in terms of effort and flow 
Variable General Mechanical Electrical 
Effort e(t) Force (torque) Voltage 
Flow f (t ) Velocity (angular velocity) CtUTent 
Momentum or p =I edt Momentum (angular Flux linkage 
Impulse momentum) 
Displacement q =fdt Distance (angle) Charge 
Power p(t) = e(t)f(t) F (t)V(r)[ -r(t)m(t)] e(f)i(t ) 
Energy (kinetic) E(p) =I fdp I VdP[I a.>dH] I idA ; Magnetic 
Energy (potential) E(q) =I edq I Fdx[I mBJ I edq ; Electric 
F(t) 
Mass / 
Inductance 
T v l L~ 
K~B 
Force I Voltage common Damper I 
Source ---;:::4 " flow" • ~ Resistor 
Mechanical 
system 
L 
c 
Electrical 
system 
R 
I:"effort" = 0 
J 
Spring I 
Capacitor 
I 
PI 
Se e( t )A 1 I Rf 7 R 
kq 1-flow f 
c 
Word bond 
graph 
Bond graph 
Figure 3.2.1: Example of similar mechanical and electrical systems with bond graph modeling 
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The schematic model of the active suspension system based on the quarter car model is 
shown in Fig. 3.2.2. The system has two degrees of freedom (vertical motion of a sprung 
and unsprung mass). The parameter values are given in Table 3.2.2. 
Four states are used to describe the quarter car model, and these states are fed to an 
optimal controller to generate actuator force, which is placed in parallel with suspension 
stiffness and damper (see the actuator in Fig. 3.2.2). All models are built with the bond 
graph method and are simulated in the 20SIM environment [20]. Also, the calculation of 
control gains i carried out in MATLAB . 
... ' ' , '. : ~· ' , .... ~ 
. Sprung mass:· 
- - •, t, ~ 
'\!If] • 
~!~~P.assive p~ut 
~,..-.:..,..··~.l ' ' 
z. 
~6·.·~.;. ...... ). 1• .. ..., 1 I' • ' :.,. ( 
:; ~:. Active part . 
. ' . ' ... 
Zu 
~~ ,. .~ ''!.. I l ,; • .' r 
: :Tire stiffness· 
... rA 'I • •'>.! , 
_ _,. 
Zr 
Figure 3.2.2: Schematic quarter car model [IS] 
The equations of motion for the proposed quarter car model are: 
(3.2.1) 
(3.2.2) 
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Table 3.2.2: Parameters & values of quarter car model 
Parameter Value 
Sprung mass (M,) 1136 kg 
Unsprung mas (Mu) 60 kg 
Suspension damping (b,) 3924 N/(m/s) 
Suspension stiffness (k,) 36294 N/m 
Tire stiffness (k,) 1824700 N/m 
The proposed bond graph model is shown in Fig. 3.2.3. The model is composed of five 
main parts: 
Sprung mass (body): this part is shown with (I) and (Mse) elements at the most upper part 
of the model. The (I) element is used to simulate mass of the body and the (MSe), 
modulated source of effort, is used to simulate the weight of the body. 
Unsprung mass: the elements of this part, which are similar to the sprung mass, indicates 
the mass and weight of the suspension, wheel, axel, and lower body of the vehjcle. 
Passive suspension: the passive suspension system, which is shown with C (stiffness) and 
R (damping coefficient), is placed between sprung and unsprung masses. As can be seen, 
a 1 junction is used to connect passive suspension elements together which have a 
common velocity. 
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Tire (wheel): the tire model is simulated with C element which indicates the stiffness of 
the tire (wheel). The tire damping is assumed negligible. The tire model is piaced 
between road profile, which is shown with MSf (modulated source of flow), and 
unsprung mass in the lowest part of the model. 
Active force (actuator): this part, which is simulated with modulated source of effort 
(MSe) along with saturation block, takes the states of the system, multiplied by the 
feedback gain (K) and then generates active force. 
kll v_ tirel 1 \ Unsprung 1 mass 1 
MSf inputt 
MSfl 
Figure 3.2.3: Active suspension system bond graph model (quarter car model) 
3.2.1 Improving ride comfort 
The proposed road profile is a single bump with height of 0.2 m, and the duration is from 
1 sec to 2 sec (Fig. 3.2.4). 
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Road profile (Single bump) 
L • Motion profile (m) 0.3 
0.2 
O.t 
0 
·O.t 
L 
0 t 2 3 • 5 
time(s} 
Figure 3.2.4: Single bump road profile 
The main purpo e of this section is implementing an optimal controller to improve ride 
comfort of the vehicle, by reducing body acceleration. 
The weighting factors and matrices used to tune the active su pension system for the 
quarter car model are: 
(zl) ( Zs-:- Zu ) ( suspension deflect~on ) z = Zz = Zs __, sprung mass veloctty Z3 Zu - Zr tire deflection 
z4 iu unsprung mass velocity 
(3.2.3) 
Q = diag([44,12,100,0]), R = l e- 6 (3.2.4) 
The diagonal weight matrix of state , Q, is considered to improve the body acceleration, 
by increa ing the econd states' weight factor (body velocity). In other words, increasing 
a weight factor penalizes large variations of that state by increasing their contribution to 
the cost function . 
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As shown in Fig. 3.2.5, Fig. 3.2.8, Fig. 3.2.6 and Fig. 3.2.9, the sprung mass acceleration 
and suspension deflection of the active system is significantly reduced compared to the 
passive suspension. However, the tire deflection and road holding are worsened in order 
to improve the ride quality (Fig. 3.2.7 and Fig. 3.2.10). 
Sprung acceleration (mls' 2) 
I 20 · 
10 
0 l !\. (\_ 
I \I v 
I 
· 10 f 
I 
·20 f 
L 
-
0 1 2 3 4 
time(s) 
Figure 3.2.5: Sprung mass acceleration (active vs. passive) 
Suspension Deflection (m) 
0.2 
0.1 
.0.1 
.0.2 
time (s} 
Figure 3.2.6: Suspension deflection (active vs. passive) 
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Figure 3.2.7: Tire deflection (active vs. passive) 
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Figure 3.2.8: PSD response of sprung mass acceleration (active vs. pas ive) 
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Figure 3.2.9: PSD response of suspension deflection (active vs. passive) 
FFT Power Spectral Density 
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Figure 3.2.10: PSD response of tire deflection (active vs. passive) 
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3.2.2 Improving road holding 
The tradeoff issue in an active suspension ystem implies that improving ride comfort 
disturbs a road holding and vice versa. In Section 3.2.1, the weight factor of the optimal 
controller are cho en to obtain better ride comfort. 
This section proposes the weight factors to reduce tire deflection and improve road 
holding. 
(zl) (Zs ~ Zu) ( suspension deflection ) z = Zz = Zs _, sprung mass veloctty Z3 Zu - Zr tire deflection 
Z4 iu unsprung mass velocity 
(3.2.5) 
Q = diag([lO ,1, leS, OJ), R = le - 6 (3.2.6) 
As can be seen in the Q matrix, the third element, which is related to the tire deflection 
state, is significantly weighted. 
The body acceleration is slightly improved (Fig. 3.2.11, Fig. 3.2.1 4). 
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·I 
Sprung aecelorallon (m/::._s•22) ______ ~ 
10 
-20 
----3 
lime(s) 
Figure 3.2.11: Sprung mass acceleration (active vs. passive) 
The suspension deflection is worsened (Fig. 3.2.12, Fig. 3.2.15). 
0.2 
0.1 
-1!.1 
limo(s) 
Figure 3.2.12: Suspension deflection (active vs. passive) 
---, 
• SprunQ Ace Aellvo I 
- Sprung Ace Passive 
• Sus Dol Aellve 
- Sus Oef Passive 
The tire deflection is significantly reduced, and therefore, the road holding is improved 
(Fig. 3.2.13, Fig 3.2.16). 
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Figure 3.2.13: Tire deflection (active vs. passive) 
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Figure 3.2.14: PSD response of sprung mass acceleration (active vs. pas ive) 
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Figure 3.2.15: PSD response of su pension denection (active vs. passive) 
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Figure 3.2.16: PSD response of tire denection (active vs. passive) 
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3.3 Half car model (active vs. passive) 
The proposed quarter car model, which was evaluated in Section 3.2, is the simplest 
model of a vehicle. Nonetheless, the quarter car model is fairly applicable to evaluate 
active vs . passive suspension systems and to obtain useful information from suspension 
systems even though it just contains the vertical (bounce) motion of the suspen ion 
system. The next tep in realizing more realistic vehicle and suspension systems (if 
de ired) is the half car model which contains pitch angle of the body in addition to the 
bounce motion. 
The schematic half car model with four DOF is shown in Fig. 3.3.1, and the parameters 
are listed in Table 3.3.1. 
The proposed half car model is the longitudinal view of a car, where the front wheels hit 
the bump, and the rear ones are ubjected to the bump after orne delay which i 
calculated ba ed on the vehicle's wheelbase and velocity. The delay time for this case 
study is 0.1 sec (wheelbase is 2.8 m, and the forward velocity i a umed 28 rn/s). 
The states and weight matrices, to improve ride comfort, for proposed half car model is: 
(3.3.1) 
Q = diag([6.25,1,0.06,6.2S,O,O,O,O]), R = diag([le- 7,1e - 7]) (3.3.2) 
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Table 3.3.1: Parameters and values of half car model 
Parameters Values 
Sprung mass (M,) 1136 kg 
Pitch moment of inertia (lp) 2400 kg m' 
Unsprung mass (M.,) 60 kg 
Suspension damping (C,) 3924 N/m/s 
Suspension stiffness (k,) 36294 N/m 
Tire stiffness (k.,) 182470 N/m 
Distance from e.g to front wheel (1 1) 1.15 m 
Distance from e.g to rear wheel (12) 1.65 m 
Xc 
X•IL Xs2L 
Xu2l _._, 
Xo/L Xo2L 
/----------~--.,.,..... ______ / __ .. -
Figure 3.3.1: Schematic half car model [9] 
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Figure 3.3.2: Extended model of active suspension system (half car) 
As shown in Fig. 3.3.3 and Fig. 3.3.5, the body bounce acceleration is significantly 
improved. However, the pitch angular acceleration of the sprung mass is slightly 
improved as well (Fig. 3.3.4, Fig. 3.3.6). 
Body bounce acceleration (mls'2) 
\0 
·5 
time(s) 
Figure 3.3.3: Sprung mass acceleration (active vs. passive) 
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Figure 3.3.4: Sprung mass pitch acceleration (active vs. passive) 
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Figure 3.3.8: PSD response of sprung mass bounce acceleration (active vs. passive) 
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Figure 3.3.9: PSD response of sprung mass pitch acceleration (active vs. passive) 
3.4 Full car model (active vs. passive) 
The half car model, which was evaluated in Section 3.3, can show the effect of body 
pitch motion, but still is not capable of depicting other degrees of freedom of a real 
vehicle. In addition to bounce and pitch motion of the half car model, roll and yaw 
motion also exists [36]. 
The proposed model, in this section, is a linear full car model with seven degrees-of-
freedom (DOF). The schematic model is shown in Fig. 3.4.1. The main body (sprung 
mass) has three DOF (bounce, pitch, and roll), and each suspension system has one DOF 
(vertical motion of the unsprung mass m11). 
Also, the model is asymmetric in its response due to the road profile as well as the 
location of the center of mass. 
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roD axis 
Figure 3.4.1: Schematic full car model [38] 
The sub-models of the full car model are shown in Fig. 3.4.2, Fig. 3.4.3, and Fig. 3.4.4. 
The full car model is divided into three sub-models, the main body sub-model (Fig. 
3.4.2), the control system sub-model (3.4.3), and the unsprung mass sub-model (Fig. 
3.2.4). The road profile, single bump (Fig. 3.2.3) is delayed for rear wheels by 0.1 
seconds, and to show the significant effect of a roll motion, the road irregularities of the 
right hand side are two times higher than the left hand side. 
The states and weight matrices to improve ride comfort for the proposed full car model 
are: 
(3.4.1) 
Q = d ~ag([l0,1,2.0,l,l,l,O,O, O,O,O,O,O.O]) (3.4.2) 
R = d t:ao(be- 8,le- 8,1e - B.le- 8}) 
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The sprung mass sub-model, Fig. 3.4.2, depicts the relation between sprung mass bounce, 
pitch, and roll motion with unsprung mass vertical motion at each corner. As can be 
seen, the transformer elements "TF" are employed for this purpose. 
Bounce_Acc 
Prton_Angle 
Tt/2 
Figure 3.4.2: Extended model of body 
The optimal controller, Fig. 3.4.3, takes the 14 states of the system as inputs, and then, 
generates actuator force at each corner. 
States frotrt bcctV ( spt"Ur\f 
mau) 
Figure 3.4.3: Extended model of controller 
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An unsprung mass sub-model is placed at each comer of the main body. As can be seen 
in Fig. 3.4.4, which represents the front-right and the front-left unsprung mass sub-model, 
the sub-model input is road profile and the each corner contains the tire stiffness model, 
passive suspension model, and actuator force, which is exerted in parallel with passive 
elements. 
p 
R 
M 
- ---4----.41 
~ /t 
pl-r--"7 1 o--4~ ~------~ 
dJsf[F_L 
output2 Output 
Figure 3.4.4: Extended model of suspension and tire 
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Table 3.4.I:·Parameters and values of full car model 
Parameters Values 
Sprung mass (M,) 1136 kg 
Pitch moment of inertia (lp) 2400 kg ml 
Roll moment of inertia (I,) 400 kg m" 
Unsprung mass (Mu) 60 kg 
Suspension damping (b) 3924 N/m/s 
Suspension stiffness (k,) 36294 N/m 
Tire stiffness (k1) 182470 N/m 
Distance from e.g to front wheel (a) 1.15 m 
Distance from e.g to rear wheel (b) 1.65 m 
Front track width (Tr) 0.505 m 
Rear track width (T,) 0.557 m 
The following plots, Fig. 3.4.6 and Fig. 3.2.7, show the sprung mass bounce and pitch 
acceleration respectively. The bounce acceleration is improved, but the pitch 
acceleration is not significantly changed. The frequency domain results illustrate the 
significant reduction of bounce acceleration (Fig. 3.2.8). 
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Figure 3.4.7: Sprung mass pitch acceleration 
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3.4 Conclusion 
This chapter describes modeling and simulation of an active suspension system with the 
bond graph method. The models have ranged in complexity from the simplest two DOF 
quarter car model, four DOF half car model, and then to a more realistic seven DOF full 
car model. Optimal control theory was employed to generate the actuator force, and the 
performance of the active suspension vs. the passive counterparts were evaluated in both 
the time and frequecy domains. 
In Chapters 5 and 6, the proposed quarter car model is employed in SIMULINK to 
simulate convoy vehicles. 
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Chapter 4 
4. Longitudinal vehicle dynamics and cruise control 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter models the longitudinal dynamics of convoy vehicles, and how to control 
the longitudinal distance among vehicles to avoid crashes and increase the platoon 
stability in the longitudinal direction. 
The main concepts in this chapter are: platoon, longitudinal dynamic, and cruise control. 
The main contribution of evaluating longitudinal dynamics of a convoy vehicle in this 
research is showing the effect of variable following distance and delay time, which in 
future research will be counted as system uncertainties, in a convoy. 
Platoon: a platoon, or convoy, is a series of individual vehicles traveling with small 
following distances on the same path (Fig. 4.1.1). The main issues in a platoon system 
are enhancing individual and string stability of the platoon. Individual stability means 
that each vehicle must adjust its velocity and acceleration to maintain a safe spacing with 
respect to immediate front and rear vehicles. String stability means that the spacing error 
among the adjacent vehicles must be controlled to prevent propagation and amplification 
in the platoon longitudinal direction [15, 23]. 
Longitudinal dynamics: generally, the main dynamical features of a platoon are divided 
into longitudinal, vertical, and lateral dynamics. Chapter 3 evaluated the vertical 
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dynamics of vehicles and suspension systems. In Chapter 5, the vertical dynamics of 
lead-follower vehicle models will be evaluated. Lateral dynamics deals with yaw motion 
of vehicles during spinning, and while changing lanes to avoid obstacles. The 
longitudinal dynamics are related to dynamics of platoons in the platoon motion 
direction. The main issues which affect the longitudinal dynamics are external, or 
environmental, disturbances such as bad weather conditions and road irregularities 
(bumps, and potholes). Moreover, driver's inattention could affect the longitudinal 
velocity and space among vehicles in a platoon. 
Cruise control: a cruise control system is used to reduce the effect of disturbances, and 
enhance the stability of a platoon system. As mentioned previously, some external 
disturbances such as bad weather conditions and road irregularities, as well as driver's 
error, affect a platoon system, and in the worst case scenario the vehicles will crash inside 
the platoon system. A cruise controller is implemented to reduce the effect of 
disturbances to guarantee both individual and string stability of a platoon system (see 
Section 4.2.2). 
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Figure 4.1.1: Schematic platoon system [15] 
4.2 Model development 
This section presents a model of a convoy, which contains five quarter-car models, and a 
cruise controller. The platoon system is modeled with the bond graph method using 
20SIM software [20]. The results for both single bump and random road profile are 
evaluated. 
4.2.1 Bond graph model 
The model contains five sub models. The road profile is used as a system input, and 
applied to the vehicles based on a delay time, which varies during the journey as vehicle 
velocity varies. 
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The details of each sub model are shown in Fig. 4.2.2. Quarter car models with nonlinear 
elements are used for this purpose. As can be seen each sub model contains three main 
parts: longitudinal elements, controller, and conventional vertical quarter car model. 
Nonlinear elements: the longitudinal dynamics of a vehicle are significantly affected by 
system nonlinearities such as wheel-road interaction (the effect of slip and rolling), and 
the aerodynamic resistance, which is related to the vehicle's shape and velocity. A 
schematic quarter car model, shown in Fig. 4.2.1, depicts the longitudinal and vertical 
dynamic elements [28]. 
ms 
Aerodynamic 
bs 
B 
X1 
Rolling & slip 
resistance 
Figure 4.2.1: Schematic quarter car model with longitudinal forces 
This model assumes a road slope input as a function of distance travelled. 
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( Vcx ) ( cos(} s in(} ) (Vcx) . . . . 11. = _ . (}1 (}1 11. -t veloctty relatwns m two coordmates 
cy 1 sm 1 cos 1 cy 
rw-v 
k = --- -t slip ratio 
v 
sgn(k) IFzll!lllkl 
Fslip = k -t slip resistance force 
max 
[ 
Fz F} ] . . Frolling = sgn(v) c1 + c2 Fz + c3 p + c4 p -t rollmg reststance force 
Faero = 0.5pAcd ivxlvx -t aerodynamic for ce 
Where: 
w -t Wheel angular velocity 
v -t Linear velocity along the slope 
r -t Wheel radius 
Vx -t Linear forward velocity 
Fz -t Vertical tire force 
11 -t Friction coefficient 
p -t Air density 
cd -t Drag coefficient 
A -t Vehicle frontal area 
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(4.2.1) 
(4.2.2) 
(4.2.3) 
(4.2.4) 
(4.2.5) 
Equation 4.2.1 describes a coordinate transformation between road-oriented coordinates 
and the inertial frame. Sprung mass and suspension motion is assumed to occur in the 
inertial frame (vertical). Equation 4.2.1 is represented by the MTF element in the bond 
graph of Fig. 4.2.2. Equation 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 describe nonlinear tire slip resistance, 
which is due to the tensional compliance of the tire, and the fact that during acceleration 
and braking, the hub velocity v may be different from the tangential velocity rw of a 
wheel that rolls without slip. Equation 4.2.4 and 4.2.5 are expressions for rolling 
resistance and aerodynamic drag. 
Controller: the combination of PID, saturation (-1000 N.m ... 1000 N.m), and gains is 
proposed to model the adaptive cruise control system. The input signal to the PID 
controller is determined based on the range-range rate diagram which is explained in 
Section 4.2.2. The output signal of the PID box is used as the wheel torque to either 
accelerate or decelerate to adjust the target vehicle in desired distance with preceding 
vehicles. 
Conventional quarter car model: the conventional quarter car model, which has two 
degrees of freedom in vertical direction, is comprised of sprung mass, unsprung mass, 
suspension stiffness, suspension damping, tire stiffness, and damping. 
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Figure 4.2.2: Extended model of quarter-car vehicle 
4.2.2 Cruise control structure 
The input signal to the PID controller is determined ba ed on the range-range rate 
diagram, developed by Fancher and Bareket (1994), shown in Fig. 4.2.3, and Fig. 4.2.4. 
The diagram indicates the structure of an adaptive cruise control system, and based on the 
vehicle's velocity and spacing error the applied signal is switched. The relative velocity 
and relative pace between target and preceding vehicles are fed to the controller, and 
then based on the range- range rate diagram the controlled signal is chosen. 
v 
... ... 
R 
dR 
dt = Vp- V 
Figure 4.2.3: Relative space and velocity of vehicles [IS] 
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Figure 4.2.4: Range vs. range-rate diagram [15] 
As can be seen in Fig. 4.2.4, there are two main regions (1 and 2) in the diagram, called 
Velocity Control and Headway Control (or space control). These regions are separated 
with a switching line, which is determined based on the desired spacing and maximum 
measurable range. Also, at region 3, when the pace between vehicles i too tight, then 
the target vehicle must decelerate at the maximum allowable deceleration to avoid a 
crash. In other words, it indicates that if the relative space is large enough and relative 
velocity is po itive big enough then the velocity control y tern (conventional crui e 
control) can be applied, otherwi e, both pace and velocity control (adaptive control) 
system must be taken in account. 
The idea of switching between velocity and space control, region 1 and 2, along with PID 
controller i used to design an adaptive cruise control system for the proposed convoy 
model in thi research. 
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The desired space between vehicles is 10m, the initial velocity of each vehicle is 10 rnJ , 
and the slope of the switching line is chosen as I 0 sec. 
(4.2.6) 
Where, R<t and T are desired space between vehicles and the slope of the witching line 
respectively. 
As mentioned previously, an adaptive cruise control system (ACC) is implemented to 
ensure individual stability of each vehicle as well as string stability of the whole system. 
Individual stability means that the spacing error between target and preceding vehicles 
converges to zero due to road disturbances, but considering just individual stability of 
vehicles doe not guarantee the overall stability of a platoon. For example in long 
convoys if there is some spacing error between the first and second vehicles in the 
platoon, then the pacing error can be amplified along the platoon. Therefore, the "string 
stability" needs to be taken into account. The concept of string stability was developed 
by Swaroop and Hedrick (1996) (Appendix A). The following equations show how to 
calculate tring tability of the platoon [15, 23] . 
tJ. . 
H5 = t:!--. The spacing error ratio in frequency domain 
t - 1 
tJ.i-. target (vehicle) spacing error 
tJ.i- t-. preceding (vehicle) spacing error 
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(4.2.7) 
IIHsll ~ 1 ~Spacing error ratio in a frequency domain (4.2.8) 
/ 
ht > 0 , ('v't ~ 0) ~ spacing error ratio in a time domain (4.2.9) 
The criteria of string stability are mentioned in Equation 4.2.8 and Equation 4.2.9. 
The model parameters and values are mentioned in Table 4.2.1. The proposed quarter car 
parameter's values are for a heavy truck. The PID gains are determined by trial and 
error. 
Table 4.2.1: Parameters and values of vehicles 
Parameters Values 
Sprung mass 7257 kg 
Unsprung mass 700 kg 
Suspension damping 31800 N/(m/s) 
Suspension stiffness 2.5E6 N/m 
Tire stiffness 5E6 N/m 
Tire damping 0 N/(m/s) 
Wheel inertia 18.76 kg.m2 
Proportional gain (Kp) 100 
Derivative time constant (Td) 2 sec 
Integral time con tant (T1) 10 sec 
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4.3 Results 
The simulation results are carried out for both a single bump and random road profile 
inputs. 
4.3.1 Single bump (road profile) 
The height of the single bump is 0.2 m, and the duration is 0.2 sec, as shown in Fig. 4.3 .1. 
Road profile {m) 
"'i 
-· 
- Road_ Proliles\RoadProllle 
0 .2 
0 . 1 
- -
0 
I 
"·' L 
-
0 0.5 I 1.5 2 
time {s) 
Figure 4.3.1: single bump 
As can be seen in following plots, when the vehicle hits the bump, the longitudinal 
velocity is decreased, and consequently the relative distance and time delay are disturbed. 
The target vehicle adjusts its velocity, by accelerating or decelerating, based on the 
relative distance and velocity signals of preceding vehicles. The required torque, with 
saturated value of 1000 N.m, for accelerating or decelerating of target vehicles is shown 
in Fig. 4.3.5. 
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Figure 4.3.3: Relative velocity between vehicles for single bump input 
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Figure 4.3.4: Time delay variations for single bump input 
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Figure 4.3.5: Wlteel torque (controller output) for single bump input 
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Figure 4.3.6: Spacing error ratio between vehicles in time domain for single bump input 
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Figure 4.3.7: Spacing error ratio between vehicles in frequency domain for ingle bump input 
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In Fig. 4.3.6 and Fig. 4.3 .7, the string stability of the proposed convoy is demonstrated. 
The transfer functions are much less than unity (Fig. 4.3.7), sugge ting that the convoy 
will remain string stable. 
4.3.2 Random (road profile) 
A random road profile is illustrated as a model of continuous road roughness, rather than 
a model of a single discrete bump. Both types of road inputs are important in predicting 
vehicle respon e. 
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Road profile (m) 
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Figure 4.3.8: Random road profile 
- Road_Protiles\RoadProtlle 
10 
The re ult for the random road profile show the ability of the crui e controller to 
maintain both individual (Fig. 4 .3.9 and Fig. 4.3 .1 0) and string stability (Fig. 4.3.13 and 
Fig. 4.3.14). 
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Figure 4.3.10: Relative velocity between vehicles for random input 
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Figure 4.3.12: Wheel torque (controller output) for random input 
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Figure 4.3.14: Spacing error ratio between vehicles in frequency domain for random input 
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4.4 Conclusion 
This chapter has studied longitudinal dynamics of a convoy. The proposed model , which 
has been subjected to single bump and random road profiles, illu trates the significant 
benefits of the implemented cruise control ystem (ACC) to maintain both individual and 
string stability of vehicles. 
The variation in a relative space, or time delay, between vehicles is important and must 
be taken in account while communicating preview information from a lead vehicle to 
followers [see Chapter 6]. As will be mentioned in Chapter 7, the following distance 
uncertainties and delay time are significant issues in using preview information in a 
convoy, therefore applying the longitudinal uncertainties in a convoy vehicle would be 
significant potential future research. 
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Chapter 5 
5. Active suspension model with preview 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents an active suspension model with preview, and evaluates the effect 
of preview time on the tuning of an active suspension system. 
The main strategy in active-preview u pen ion is detecting the road irregularitie some 
time before hitting them. 
The conventional active-preview model u es ensors, which are placed some distance 
ahead of the front bumper, to detect road irregularities. The disadvantages of using 
sensors in the front bumper are: 
• Sensor are expensive and vulnerable 
• Sensors can be confused by water or snow 
The proposed model in this research uses the lead vehicle as a preview sensor. The states 
of the lead vehicle are communicated to follower(s). The lead vehicle thus plays the 
same role as a sensor in detecting road profile. 
Section 5.2 wi ll show how to replace look-ahead sensors by lead vehicle' states, and 
then the results of the proposed lead-follower model will be shown in Section 5.3. 
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5.2 Model development 
This section presents a model of conventional active preview suspensions, and the newly 
developed model of lead-follower with tate communication. 
All modeling and imulation has been executed in MATLAB and SIMULINK. 
5.2.1 Conventional active-preview suspension system 
A schematic quarter car model with active suspension system and look-ahead sensor is 
shown in Fig. 5.2.1. As can be een in thi figure, the sensor i placed a distance Ps 
ahead of the front bumper. The preview time is measured ba ed on the forward velocity 
of the vehicle V, and the distance of the sensor from the front bumper P5• 
Therefore, the preview time is: TP = P5 IV 
Ps----1 
+ Mb Body I Sensor 
Xs _L_L---r---~-~..r-r-~ 
Xu Mu 
v 
... 
Actuator 
Wheel & 
Axle 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
I I 
II 
II 
II 
Figure 5.2.1: Quarter car model with look-ahead sensor [5] 
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The preview function is calculated and implemented as a feed forward gain, which 
contributes to the actuator force. Given a vehicle model with state pace equations: 
x = Ax+ Bu + DW (5.2. 1) 
u(t) = Br[Kx(t) + g(t)] ~Actuator force (feedback & feedforward) (5.2.2) R 
KBBTK 
ArK+ KA- R + Q = 0 ~ Riccati equation (calculate K matrix) (5.2.3) 
1 ( "' f = 2 Jo (xr Qx + ur Ru)dt ~ Performance index (5.2.4) 
( P 
g(t) = Jo exp(A/ CT) K. D. W(t + a)da ~ Preview function (5.2.5) 
Where: 
W(t) ~Derivative of road profile 
TP ~ Preview time 
Q, R ~Weighting factors 
A, 8 , D ~System parameters 
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The process of calculating actuator force, feedback plus feed forward gain i almost the 
same as calculating actuator force for an active suspension system (Chapter 3). However, 
we need to solve for the preview function at each time step to calculate feed forward 
gain. 
The parameters and values such as the system parameters and weight factors, for the 
proposed model, are given in the form of MATLAB m-file in the next part (Section 
5 .2.2). 
5.2.2 State-based active with preview suspension model 
The proposed convoy model has the three sub-models : vehicles with pa sive, active 
(lead), and active-preview (follower) su pensions. The passive model is used to compare 
the results with active (lead), and active preview (follower) model (Fig. 5.2.2). 
The road profile must be implemented inside the preview function. The road profi le 
function is generated based on the states of the lead vehicle, a combination of tire 
deflection and unsprung mass velocity (west = x4 - x3) . This method helps to eliminate 
sensors, which would normally be used to detect road profile in a preview suspension, on 
each vehicle. 
The proposed model is based on the quarter car suspension y tern. The quarter car 
equations of motion and state variables are same as quarter car model in Section 3.2. 
(
X - x ) ( suspension deflection) s u .. . 
Xs sprung velocity 
States = -+ ... Xu - Xr tire defl ection 
Xu unsprung velocity 
(5.2.6) 
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If unsprung mass acceleration can be measured with an accelerometer and integrated to 
get xu, and if tire deflection can be measured, then road profile Xr can be calculated and 
sent to following vehicles. Tire deflection is practically impossible to measure. 
Therefore, this variable will have to be estimated. This Chapter proceeds with preview 
controller development assuming that tire deflection can be measured, in order to show 
benefits of road profile preview information to following vehicles. Chapter 6 develops an 
estimator for Xr. The following equations show how road profile factors into the preview 
function g(t) which contributes to active suspension controller gain. 
W(t) = Xr(t) = xu(t)- d(xu(t)- Xr(t))/dt __.Derivative of road profile 
g(~(t + u)du ~ Previ'w funaion 
The system parameters and values are given in Table 5.2.1. 
Table 5.2.1: Parameters and values of the model 
Parameter Value 
Sprung mass (Mb) 100 kg 
Unpsnmg mass (Mw) 10 kg 
Suspension damping (Cb) 100 N/(m/s) 
Suspension stiffness (Kb) 10000 N/m 
Tire stiffness (K,) 100000 N/m 
Preview time (Tp) 0.5 sec 
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(5.2.7) 
(5.2.8) 
To Workspace 2 
Follower (Acti\e il'e"ew ) 
Power 
SusDei(P,A,AP) 
Bump 
Figure 5.2.2: Passive, active (lead), and active-preview (follower) with state communication 
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An embedded function is used in SIMULINK to evaluate the road profile function inside 
the preview function and generate feed forward gain. 
function y ffl ( u ) function y=testpreview (t , w) 
eml.extrinsic ( 1 F 1 ); 
R= (1/ (mb"2 )); 
y=ones ( 4 , 1) ; 
y ( -R" ( -l )) *B 1 *u ; 
y=feval ( 1 F' 1 , t ) ; 
Figure 5.2.3: Lead-follower model and states communication 
The proposed performance index and the Riccati equation are mentioned in Equations 
5.2.9 and 5.2.10, (more details are shown in m-file box). 
(5.2.9) 
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(5.2.10) 
As shown above, the preview function block evaluates the function (F) at each time step. 
The function (F) is called from an m-file: 
fun ct ion y=F (t ) 
global xl x2 % global variable assigned the sirnulink state-base road 
profile -o workspace 
xl=roadstate . time ; 
x2=roadstate . signals . values ; 
%Parameters 
mb=lOO ; % Sprung (body) mass 
mw=lO ; % Unsprung mass 
cb=lOO ; % Suspension damping 
kb=lOOOO ; % Suspension stiffness 
kt= lOOOOO ; % Tire stiffness 
%Matrix 
A= [ O 1 0 -1 ; 
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-kb/mb -cb/mb 0 cb / mb ; 
0 0 0 1 ; 
kb/mw cb/mw - kt/mw -cb/mw ); %System parameters matrix 
B=[O ; 
1/mb; 
0 ; 
-1/mw] ; % Actuator coefficient matrix 
0=[0 ; 
0 ; 
-1 ; 
0) ; %Road profile matrix 
%Optimal control matrix and elements 
r1=1e4 ; 
r2=1e2 ; 
Q1= (1/ (mbA2 )) *[kbA2+r1*mbA2 2*cb*kb 0 -2*cb*kb ; 
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0 0 0 0 ; 
-2*cb*kb -2*cbA2 0 cbA2) ; %State ' s weight factor matrix 
N= ( l/mbA2)*[-kb ; -cb ; 0 ; cb) ; %State and actuator weight factor matrix 
R= ( l/ (mbA2 ) % Ac t uator weight factor 
S=N ; 
% [P , lam, G)=care(A, B, Ql , R, S) ; % Riccati equation (P is a solution of 
Riccati equation) 
P=[ 1 . 5850e3 0 . 0920e3 1 . 5869e3 - 0 . 0008e3 
0 . 0920e3 0 . 017le3 0 . 0772e3 0.0000 
1 . 5869e3 0 . 0772e3 2 . 5118e3 -0.0003e3 
-0 . 0008e3 0 . 0000 -0 . 0003e3 0 . 000le3) ; %rl=le4 , r2=le2 
An=A-B*RA( - l)*N ' ; 
Ac=An-B*(l/R)*B ' *P ; 
Acp=Ac '; 
PD=P*D ; 
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h=@ (sig ) (expm (s ig*Acp )) * ( PD ) * interpl(xl , x2 , t+sig) ; %Preview function 
y=quadv (h, O, O. S ); % Using numerical integral (quadratic vector) to 
solve preview function 
The road profile function is replaced by "interpl(xl, x2, t+sig)", which indicates the 
interpolation among data from lead states. 
The extended model of the active suspension vehicle is drawn in Fig. 5.2.4. The results 
for passive, active, and state preview are shown at the next part. 
Integrator 1 
z2 1 
Sus Def 
kWI 
z2 SusDefA 
z3 z3 
z4 z4 
·1/mw Integrator 
z3 llreOel 
z1 
llreDefA 
Tlre deftectlon 
Abs Gain 
K"u 
~ 1 
Figure 5.2.4: Extended model of active suspension of quarter car model 
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5.3 Results 
The simulation is carried out for a single bump road profile as the system input. 
The main output u ed to compare the performance of active-preview with active and 
pas ive suspensions are body acceleration, tire deflection, u pen ion deflection, and 
power demand. 
5.3.1 Single bump road profile 
The road profile in this part is a single bump with a height of 0.2 (m), and i a half cosine 
wave. (Fig. 5.3.1) 
Road Profile (bump) 
04 
035 
I o.J 
0 15 ····f .. ·· 
0.1 
01!; 
o1~ ------~------~~----~------~3------~------~------~~----~ 
Tomt(m) 
Figure 5.3.1: ingle bump road profile 
The sprung rna acceleration (body acceleration) illustrates that using active suspen ion 
with preview (follower vehicle) significantly enhances the sy tern' ride quality (Fig. 
5.3.2). 
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Figure 5.3.2: Body acceleration (passive, active and active preview) 
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Figure 5.3.3: Suspension deflection (passive, active, and active preview) 
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rn ct.hction (m) 
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Figure 5.3.4: Tire deflection (passive, active, and active preview) 
Figure 5.3.5: Power demand (active and active preview) 
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Figure 5.3.6: Unsprung mass motion and road tracking 
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The results of the active-preview suspension show better performance m all cases 
compared to the active and passive suspension. The body acceleration and tire deflection 
are reduced compared to the active su pension and significantly improved compared to 
passive model. Moreover, the road proftle is tracked by the active-preview suspension 
much better than the active and pa sive su pensions. 
The suspension deflection and power demand are significantly reduced m the active-
preview suspension compared to the active su pension. 
The preview time in these simulations was cho en as 0.5 sec, which i the optimal 
preview time in the case of the proposed model [3]. The effect of preview time on 
performance index is evaluated in Section 5.3.2. 
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5.3.2 The effect of preview time on performance 
The effect of preview time on performance index (J) has been evaluated for the active-
preview (follower) vehicle. 
The result shows the optimal range of preview time for the proposed system is in the 
range of [0.4 ... 0.6]. 
Table 5.3.1: Performance index vs. preview time 
Preview time (sec) Performance index 
0.01 1446 
0.05 1421 
0.1 1371 
0.3 878 
0.4 707 
0.5 571 
0.7 603 
I 749 
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Performance Index vanation vs preview t•me 
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PreVIew time (sec) 
Figure 5.3.7: Performance index variation vs. preview time 
The desired preview time is the lowest preview time that minimizes the performance 
index, e.g. in this case study, the preview time is chosen 0.5(sec). 
5.4 Conclusion 
This chapter has studied an active suspensiOn system with preview. The preceding 
results illustrate the better performance of the active-preview model, in terms of body 
acceleration, suspension deflection, tire deflection, and power demand, compared to the 
active and passive counterparts. 
The main contribution of this chapter has been generating the road profile, which is used 
in the preview function of follower vehicle, based on the states of the lead vehicle instead 
of with a look-ahead sensor. It has been assumed that all the lead's states are measurable. 
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However, mea uring the tire deflection is practically impo sible, and therefore must be 
estimated [see Chapter 6] . 
Moreover, the effect of preview time on performance index ha been evaluated, and then 
the optimal range of preview time has been found (Fig. 5.3.7). The optimal preview time 
is comparable to times reported in the literature [2, 3, and 5]. Chapter 6 will build on the 
results of this chapter by designing a compensator, a preview controller with 0.5 second 
preview time, along with an optimal estimator for tire deflection that can take into 
account road input and measurement noise. 
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Chapter 6 
6. Observer design 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the observer design to estimate some states which are not easily 
measurable, such as tire deflection. 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the road profile, which is required for the preview 
function that generates feed forward control gains in active-preview suspension systems, 
is calculated based on the states of the lead vehicle. 
The required tates, which are tire deflection and unsprung mass vertical velocity, must 
be measured or estimated to generate the road profile for follower(s). 
The unsprung mass velocity, vertical velocity of the wheel, axle, and suspension system, 
can be measured by implementing sensors, but the tire deflection cannot be easily 
measured. In other words, in reality, the tire deflection is not measurable and must be 
estimated. 
The objective of this chapter is to design an estimator (observer) system to estimate tire 
deflection of the lead vehicle, and apply it in the feed forward control gain of follower(s). 
A Kalman filter, or Kamlan estimator, is proposed for this purpose. The extended 
SIMULINK model and the details of estimator are shown in Section 6.2. 
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6.2 Model development 
This section presents the background and mathematical formulation of Kalman 
estimation theory. Furthermore, a SIMULINK model of the Kalman e timator is 
implemented (Fig. 6.2.3). 
6.2.1 Theory of Kalman estimator 
As mentioned previously, one of the main issues m designing an active suspen ion 
system is how to measure the states of a system. In some cases, to reduce the need for 
sensors, which would be expensive and sometimes unreliable, it i worthwhile to design 
and implement an observer. 
Some state variables cannot be practically measured, in which case thee timation method 
is used to e timate those variables based on the known parameter and states. The 
estimation of immea urable tate variables i also called observation. 
If the state observer observes all the state variables of the sy tern, it i called a full order 
state observer. An observer that estimates fewer than n state variables, where n is the 
dimension of the state vector is called a reduced order observer. For instance, the 
observer (estimator) in this research estimates tire deflection based on the other measured 
states. The controllability and observability conditions are mentioned in Appendix C. 
The schematic diagram, Fig 6.2.1, shows the structure of the Kalman estimator used in 
this research. 
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Road profile 
w(t) 
. . .. 
System plant model 
Equations (6.2.1 ,6.2.2) 
Feedback gain 
Figure 6.2.1: Schematic Kalman estimator diagram 
y(t) 
X est 
Estimated state{s ) 
As can be een in the diagram, the upper block represents the system (plant) (Equation 
6.2. 1' 6.2.2). 
x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Dw(t) (6.2.1) 
y(t) = Cx(t) + v(t) (6.2.2) 
The inputs to the block are road profile w(t) and actuator force u(t), which is calculated 
based on the LQ method [4]. The output of the system block i y(t), which i called the 
measured equation. For instance, in the proposed model, the measured equation equals 
the product of system states and matrix C= [ 1 0 0 0; 0 1 0 0; 0 0 0 1], which indicates that 
the first (suspension deflection), second (sprung mass velocity), and fourth (unsprung 
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mass velocity are measurable states. The measurement error is simulated by White 
Gaussian Noi e v(t). 
The estimator block, Equation 6.2.3, repre ents the Kalman estimator formulation [12] 
which takes the measured equation y(t), road profile w(t), input or process noise 77(t), 
and actuator force u(t) as the inputs, and then, calculates the estimated tate(s) (x(t)). 
i(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + L(t)[y(t)- Cx(t)] + D[w(t) + 17(t)] (6.2.3) 
Where: 
x(t) ~ Estimated state 
L(t) = (P(t)CT + N)R ~ Observer gain 
(Pis the solution to the following algebraic Riccati equation) 
AP(t) + P(t)AT- P(t)CTRCP(t) + DQDT = 0 ~ Riccati eqation 
Q = E(17(t)17(t)T) ~ Input noise variance 
R = E(v(t)v(t)T) ~ Measurement noise variance 
N = E(17(t)v(t)T) ~ Measurement & input noise covariance 
E(17(t)) = E(v(t)) = 0 
The function E(X) represents the expected value, which can be calculated in MATLAB, 
and can be expressed based on the vector's covariance Cov(X) function. 
In statistics, covariance indicates that how much two variables change together [34]. 
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The covariance function property can be briefly summarized as: 
Where: 
Cov(A, B) = [ell C12] 
Cz1 Czz 
C11 :Variance of A or Cov(A,Ar) 
C22 :Variance of B or Cov(B, Br) 
c21 = c12 :Covariance of B or Cov(A, BT) 
(6.2.4) 
The relation between the expected value function E(X) and the covariance function 
Cov(X) can be shown as: 
Cov(A, B) = E(A . B) - E(A)E(B) (6.2.5) 
In the case of a Kalman estimator, as mentioned before, the expected function of each 
noise vector is considered zero. In other words, the expected function of two white noise 
vectors is equal to the covariance of two vectors. 
Where: 
Therefore: 
Cov(ry(t),ry(t)r) = E(ry(t).ry(t)r)- E(ry(t) )E(ry(t?) 
Cov(v(t), v(t)r) = E(v(t). v(t)r) - E( v(t) )E(v(t)r) 
Cov(ry(t) , v(t)r) = E(ry(t). v(t)r)- E(ry(t) )E(v(t)r) 
E(ry(t)) = E(v(t)) = 0 
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(6.2.6) 
Cov(ry(t), ry(t)r) = E(ry (t).ry(t)r) 
Cov(v(t), v(t)r) = E(v(t). v(t)r) 
Cov(ry(t), v(t)T) = E(ry(t). v(t)T) 
6.2.2 Implementing estimator in SIMULINK 
(6.2.7) 
The proposed estimator model is implemented in the lead vehicle, which has an active 
suspension system, to estimate the lead vehicle's tire deflection. Then, the tire deflection 
along with the un prung mass velocity is used to generate the road profile which i 
implemented in the preview function in the fo llower vehicle. 
Wes t = x4- x3 --+Estimated derivative road profile (6.2.8) 
The SIMULINK sub-model, which contains the estimator, is hown in Fig. 6.2.2, 6.2.3, 
6.2.4, 6.2.5. 
Road profile 
w(t) 
Actuator f orce .----• 
u(t) 
---------- --------
System plant model 
Equations (6.2.1,6.2.2) 
Feedback gain 
Estimator (observer) 
Equations (6.2.3) 
. - - -
Figure 6.2.2: Proposed estimator configuration 
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Measured 
output y(t) 
X est 
Estimated st at e(s) 
Kalman 
gain 
u 
Figure 6.2.3: Schematic estimator block 
Figure 6.2.4: Lead sub-model includes estimator 
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Figure 6.2.5: Estimator model in SIMULINK 
As can be seen, a Gaussian white noise block is used to generate measurement noise. 
The output of the estimator is estimated tire deflection, and the output of the lead sub-
model is the estimated road profile which is transferred, in the form of data arrays, to the 
preview function in the follower sub-model. Feed forward gain is calculated by 
interpolating the data from the estimated road profile. 
The results of the lead-follower model, in both time domain and frequency domain, are 
shown in Section 6.3. 
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6.3 Results 
Simulations were carried out for a discreet rough bump road profile: single bump with 
stochastic road. The suspension variables are compared for the lead (active), and the 
follower (active preview) in both time and frequency domains. The ability of the lead 
vehicle to estimate the road profile is assessed. 
The system parameters are same as parameters and values used in the Chapter 5. 
Gaussian white noise is used to generate measurement and input noises [ 13]. The input 
(road roughness) and measurement noise parameters and values are given in Table 6.3.1. 
The roughness coefficient (Go) and vehicle forward velocity (Uo) are used to calculate 
input noise deviation (variance) parameter: 
(6.3.1) 
Table 6.3.1: Measurement and input noise parameters and values 
Parameter Value 
Roughness coefficient (G0) Se-6 (mj/cycle) 
Vehicle speed (U0) 20 (m/s) 
Deviation of noise for suspension deflection (crl) le-8 
Deviation of noise for sprung mass velocity (al) le-6 
Deviation of noise for unsprung mass velocity (crl) le-6 
The road profile is a single bump with height of 0.2 m with Gaussian white noise (Fig. 
6.3 .1 and Fig. 6.3.2), which is estimated by the lead vehicle and communicated to the 
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follower vehicle. Figure 6.3.1 shows that the estimator is very effective at estimating the 
road profile, with a small amount of error at the end of the bump. 
Estimated road profile 03r-----------,------------.------------.------------.------------.-----------· 
:[ 0 15 
O.!!i .... ············· 
~(!j1L----------~1~5----------~L-----------~----------~----------~~-----------" 
Time (sec) 
Figure 6.3.1: Estimated road profile 
Road roughness Qnput noiSe) 
·2 · · ··~···· 
-10 
-12 ········-·························" ................................... • ................... . 
"141'--------------,-1':-5------------:'-------------::2-L5-------------'--------------,3.L5 __________ ___J 
Time (sec) 
Figure 6.3.2: Road roughness (input Gaussian noise) 
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As shown in Fig. 6.3.3, the body acceleration is significantly improved by the suspension 
system with preview information from the lead vehicle's road profile estimator. 
However, the measurement noises di turb the follower response. 
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Figure 6.3.3: Body acceleration 
The suspension deflection is slightly improved, especially in the second peak value (Fig. 
6.3.4). As can be seen in this figure, the suspension deflection is not significantly 
affected by the measurement noises, in comparison with body acceleration and tire 
deflection. 
In Fig. 6.3.5, the tire deflection is improved at its peak value, but it is trongly affected by 
measurement noise. 
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Figure 6.3.5: Tire deflection 
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The power demand is significantly reduced in the follower vehicle (Fig. 6.3.6), which 
demonstrates that using some preview time in an active su pension system can 
significantly reduce power demand [2, 3]. 
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The estimator dynamic error, which indicates the difference between calculated tire 
deflection and estimated tire deflection in the lead' s model, is shown in Fig. 6.3.7. The 
estimated tire deflection versus calculated tire deflection is shown in Fig. 6.3.8. 
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The Fa t Fourier Transform (FFf) of the autocorrelation function is used to illustrate the 
frequency domain results. As shown in Fig. 6.3.9 and Fig. 6.3.11, the body acceleration 
and tire deflection are ignificantly improved in the frequency domain. However, the 
suspension deflection is only slightly improved (Fig. 6.3.10). 
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Figure 6.3.9: Body acceleration in frequency domain 
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Figure 6.3.11: Tire deflection in frequency domain 
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6.4 Conclusion 
This chapter has studied observer design to estimate the lead vehicles tire deflection and 
to generate an estimated road profile, which is implemented in the feed forward gain of 
the follower vehicle. 
The results of the lead (active) and follower (active preview) on the noisy discreet bump 
illustrate that using the estimated road profile, implemented in the follower's feed 
forward gain, can satisfy the objectives of this method (replacing preview sensors with 
lead's response to estimate road profile). 
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Chapter 7 
7. Conclusions and future work 
7.1 Conclusions 
The main goal of thi thesis is to investigate active suspension system issues specifically 
applicable to convoy vehicles, and how to improve vertical dynamic of convoy vehicles 
by communicating preview information, e.g. road irregularitie , from lead vehicle to 
follower(s). For this purpose, an academic lead-follower convoy model is designed, 
where the active and active-preview u pen ion systems are implemented in lead and 
follower model, respectively. 
The main contribution of this project is using the response of the lead vehicle, e.g. tire 
deflection and un prung mass velocity, to simulate the road profile for follower(s) [see 
Chapter 5]. Thi method suggest the possibility of eliminating the expensive and 
vulnerable sensors for each vehicle that are required in conventional preview-active 
suspension systems. However, since measuring the tire deflection is practically 
impossible, the Kalman observer is used to estimate tire deflection, one of the lead's 
states, based on the mea urable states [ ee Chapter 6]. 
The result of lead (active), follower (active-preview) and passive suspension model 
show that: 
I 01 
The suspension variables related to improving ride comfort, such as body acceleration, 
are significantly reduced, and the suspension deflection is improved in the follower 
vehicle model with active-preview suspension system compared with the lead vehicle 
with active suspension system. The tire deflection and power demand were also reduced. 
Tire deflection reduction translates to better road holding ability, as available tire lateral 
force is directly related to tire normal force. Increased road holding potential is important 
for future work, in which lead vehicle responses in the yaw plane will be used to improve 
stability control and obstacle avoidance of convoy vehicle. As expected, the suspension 
variables of the lead vehicle, with active suspension system, are significantly improved 
compare to the vehicle with passive suspension system. 
The optimal preview time, which is calculated, based on minimizing the performance 
index of the follower (active-preview) model with the proposed convoy parameters, is 
around 0.5 (sec). Increasing the preview time more than the optimal value does not 
produce significant improvement. This is consistent with findings in the literature. 
Also, in Chapter 4, the longitudinal dynamics of the convoy model are studied, and an 
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) system is implemented which shows longitudinal 
stability, both individual and string stability, of the propo ed convoy model, using the 
bond graph method. 
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7.2 Future work 
The following areas can be carried on as potential future research: 
Semi-active suspension system with preview: the lead vehicle, which would have an 
active suspension system, would play the role of the preview sen or, and the follower 
would have a semi-active suspension system with preview. Using a semi-active 
suspension system is cheaper than fully active suspension system. The performance of a 
serru-active u pension is not as good a that of a fully active su pen ion, but applying 
the short preview time in semi-active suspension systems can significantly enhance a 
semi-active suspension, and in some cases the fu lly active suspension performance can be 
nearly obtained by semi-active with preview [10, 11]. 
Effect of uncertainty on preview suspension performance: the whole point of the 
longitudinal dynamics study was to eventually apply the state-ba ed preview control 
scheme to a convoy of vehicles with longitudinal dynamics and cruise control. It remains 
to be seen whether or not uncertainties in following distance will degrade preview 
suspension performance, and how these uncertainties will propagate through the entire 
convoy if all vehicles have slightly different, and varying, following distances and 
therefore delay times. 
Ergonomics and ride quality: the proposed convoy vehicle ystem active suspension 
strategy causes the lead vehicle's driver to experience more vibration than the followers, 
potentially increa ing the lead vehicle driver's risk of fatigue and injury. Studying an 
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optimal pattern for scheduling the lead vehicles m a convoy would mirumize driver 
fatigue and injury. 
Experimental implementation of the proposed lead-follower system: the experimental 
test of an active suspension system with preview has been carried out by Donahue, 2001, 
[39]. The application of the proposed lead-follower system, in this research, in a real 
convoy system, and the implementation of the novel technique to estimate road profile 
based on the lead vehicle's states can be considered as a potential future work. 
Active steering control with preview: the proposed method, using preview information 
from the lead vehicle to improve re ponse of follower vehicles may be applicable to 
lateral dynamics of a convoy. The idea is that the lateral states of the lead vehicle such as 
yaw rate and lateral velocity could be used as preview information for followers (Fig. 
7 .2.1 ). Therefore, the followers can generate feed forward gain, e.g. corrective yaw 
moments, based on the preview information, in addition to the feedback gain to tune an 
active steering control with preview [17, 31, and 35]. 
Figure 7.2.1: Schematic lateral motion of convoy vehicles (state communication) 
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Appendix 
Appendix A: String stability 
Norms of signals are defined as: 
The oo norm of a signal is the least upper bound of its absolute value (Doyle, et al., 
1992): llxll oo = sup ix(t)i 
Applying the signal norms to prove string stability is briefly expressed as: 
The system is said to be string stable if, given any E > 0, there is a 8 > 0 such that: 
And asymptotically stable if it is string stable and also 3il> 0 such that 
Similarly, for any p ;::: 1, it is said to be lpstring stable if, given any E > 0, there is a 
8 > 0 such that 
''<It> 0 
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Also, frequency domain viewpoint can be employed to evaluate disturbance propagation 
along the string (convoy). 
t 
xi(t) = J h(t- r)xi-l(r)dr 
0 
IIH(s)ll oo $ 1 :=:} llyllz $ llxllz 
It means that pacing error of a target vehicle must be less than the spacing error of the 
preceding vehicle to guarantee that disturbance along the string (convoy) is not amplified. 
And in addition to the above condition, if h(t) > 0, then llxdl oo $ llxH II oo which satisfies 
the string stability of a system [15, 23]. 
In summary, the y tern (convoy vehicle ) is tring stable if the following two conditions 
(A and B) are satisfied (Swaroop 1995): 
I 
Xi(s) 
H(s) =--(-)---.Spacing error transfer function 
xi-1 s 
A. IIH(s)ll oo $1 ---.The oonorm of a transfer function 
B. h(t) > 0, ('v't ~ 0) ---.The corresponding impulse response of H(s) 
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Appendix B: Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) 
A= 
{
x = AnnX + Bnru + DnrW 
~ System state space equation 
Y = CmnX 
(xl) ( Xs ~Xu) ( suspension deflect~on ) Xz Xs sprun9 mass veloctty x= = --+ X3 Xu - Xr tire deflection 
x4 Xu unsprun9 mass velocity 
11"' 1 = 2 
0 
(xs + r1x? + r2x1 + r3 u 2) dt ~Cost function (performance index) 
1 J"' j = 2 
0 
(xr Q1 x + xr Nu + ur Ru)dt ~Simplified Cost function (performance index) 
0 1 0 - 1 0 
-Kbl -cb1 0 
cb
1 11Mb 
D ~ [ ~~] Mb Mb Mb , 8= 0 0 0 1 0 . 
Kbl cb1 -Ktl 
-cb
1 -11 Mw Mw Mw Mw Mw 
2CbKb 0 [Kl + r,Ml 
- zc,K, l [ -K, l 
Q = 11 2CbKb C~ + r2M~ 0 - zc~ _ 1 -cb _ 1 1 M; 0 0 0 0 ' N - I M; 0 , R - I M; + rJ 
-2CbKb - 2C~ 0 c~ cb 
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The numerical values for the proposed model in Chapter 5, 6 are: 
Parameter Value 
Sprung mass (Mb) 100 kg 
Unpsrung mass (Mw) 10 kg 
Suspension damping (Cb) 100 N/(m/s) 
Suspension stiffness (Kb) 10000 Nlm 
Tire stiffness (K1) 100000 N/m 
Weight factors (r1 r2 r3) l e3, le4, 0 
A= [ ~100 1 0 
-:1.8= [+J.D = [11J.C= [i 0 0 ~] -1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1000 10 - 10000 - 10 -001 0 
["'4 200 0 -2001 [ -11 Ql = 200 10001 0 - 2 N = -000  R = 1 - 4 
0 0 0 0 ' 0 ' e 
-200 -2 0 1 0001 
[
3007e3 
p = 31.3 
3o16e3 
31.3 
10205 
906 
002 
3o16e3 
906 
3o6e3 
0 
002 0 0 0 0 01 g ~ Solutwn of RtccatL equatwn 
0 
Used to calculate active force 
~ 
B7 [Px(t)] 
u(t) =- R ~Actuator force 
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Appendix C: Controllability and observability 
{
x = AnnX + Bnr U + DnrVV 
~ System state space equation 
Y = CmnX 
As mentioned in Appendix B: 
n = 4; m = 3; r = 1; 
The conditions of controllability and observability are: 
CM = {CBICABICA 2 BICA3 Bj ... jcAn-tB} ~ Controllability matrix 
OM= {C'JA'C'J(A')2 C'J(A') 3 C' J ... J(A')n- tc'} ~ Observability matrix 
The system is controllable if and only if the rank of controllable matrix (CM) would be of 
rank rn, (m=3). 
The system is observable if the rank of observable matrix (OM) would be of rank n, 
(n=4). 
The numerical values of CM and OM are: 
OM= [~ 0 1 0 
0 
CM = [~ 
0 0 
0 1 
0 0 
1 -1 
-100 
-1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1e3 
10 
-1e4 
-10 
~Rank (OM)= 4 
-1 
-10 
1098 
- 1108] 
1229 ~ Rank (CM) = 3 
- 23287 3 X4 
- 1.1e3 1.1e3 - 1.1e4 1.2e4 9.Be4 ~ 1.1e7] 
-11 -89 890 -979 2.08e3 - 1.2e5 
1e4 -1e4 1e5 - 1.1e5 - 8.9e5 1.09e8 
11 89 - 1.09e4 1.1e4 - 1.2e4 2.2e5 4 x 1 2 
I 14 




